
The Pujol have exactly 3,300 million
euros, for now

The clan of the honorable molt would have 2,400 million in Panama, plus the nine
hundred in Belize, according to the latest information.
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The Pujol family fortune multiplies by seconds. Each day that passes must be added a
zero to the euro account of the family clan that Udef has de�ned as "criminal
organization". According to information from Ok Diario , the Pujol hide in Panama the bulk
of their fortune, a treasure at the height of the "top ten" of Forbes. Neither Amancio Ortega,
nor Bill Gates, nor Carlos Slim. The Pujol, who have more than 2,400 million euros in that
country. That's more the nine hundred in Belize that La Razón gave last week.

The fact that precautionary measures were not decreed in 2012, when the �rstborn began
to be investigated by the complaint of his ex-girlfriend Victoria Álvarez , and after the
confession of Jordi Pujol, on July 25, 2014, allowed the �rst-born and front-man , Jordi
Pujol Ferrusola, alias El Nen and Jordi Junior, moved the treasure accumulated during 35
years by the collection of commissions in exchange for public works and favors by
various tax havens until leaving it supposedly safe in the Central American country. The
bulk of the Pujol's businesses are in Spanish America. Puerto del Rosario in Argentina, the
resorts in Mexico, the "heritage" of the grandfather in Panama ...

Pujol said that his father, Don Florenci, had deposited some money in Andorra in case the
policy did not go well for the son. In a rapture of generosity, had tested directly in favor of
the daughter-in-law and grandchildren and hidden from the child, as reported by the
president (Mas calls him still) in the Catalan parliament at the end of September last year.

Jordi Pujol and Marta Ferrusola leave home after registration | EFE
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The anger of Pujol to the deputies was monumental. "They say, they say, they say!" Cried
the "molt honorable", political godfather of Mas. And he warned that if they shook the
tree, all nests of corruption would fall. It was a great representation. He did not know
anything, he did not know anything. Then, when the papers from Andorra arrived, a note in
his own handwriting af�rmed that all the pasta was his and that in case of death he left
everything to his wife, Mrs. Marta Ferrusola. Year 2001, when he was still president of the
Generalitat and Mas his "adviser in chief", a prime minister to show that Catalonia was
something else.

According to Ok Diario , the �rstborn and treasurer would have moved that amount to an
entity called Kopeland Foundation, a �nancial device that would have allowed to shield the
total amount of the activities of the children and wife of Pujol while he presided over the
Generalitat and proclaimed himself " representative of the State in Catalonia ". In those
years it was interpreted that it spoke of the Spanish State and that that was a sample of
its sense of Spanish State.

According to the information, Judge José de la Mata must send the corresponding
rogatory commission to Panama , a procedure that in the case of Andorra was delayed by
one year. Since the previous instructor of the case, Pablo Ruz, requested the bank
documentation from the clan to the Andorran authorities until the papers arrived at the
Audiencia Nacional, Jordi Junior undertook a frantic activity to camou�age the fortune.
The absence of precautionary measures on the members of the clan has allowed the
"�gurehead of the former president of the Generalitat, his �rst son, the one in charge of the
economic management of the network, to camou�age a fortune that is much greater than
what could be imagined. for the moment".
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